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Le idee dell'economia
This book provides the non-Italian scholar with an extensive picture of the development of Italian economics, from the Sixteenth century to
the present. The thread of the narrative is the dialectics between economic theory and political action, where the former attempts to enlighten
the latter, but at the same time receives from politics the main stimulus to enlarge its field of reflection. This is particularly clear during the
Enlightenment. Inside, this book insists on stressing that Galiani, Verri, and Beccaria were economists quite sensitive to practical issues, but
who also were willing to attain generally valid conclusions. In this sense, "pure economics" was never performed in Italy. Even Pareto used
economics (and sociology) in order to interpret and possibly steer the course of political action. Within this book it illustrates the Restoration
period (1815-48). There was a slowdown of the economists' engagement, due to an adverse political situation, that prompted the economists
to prefer less dangerous subjects, such as the relationship between economics, morals, and law (the main interpreter of this attitude was
Romagnosi). After 1848, however, in parallel with the Risorgimento cultural climate, a new vision of the economists' task was eventually
manifested. Between economics and political Liberalism a sort of alliance was established, whose prophet was F. Ferrara. While the
Historical school of economics of German origin played a minor role, Pure Economics (1890-1940 approx.) had a considerable success, as
regards both economic equilibrium and the theory of public finance. Consequently, the introduction of Keynes's ideas was rather troubled.
Instead, Hayek had an immediate success. This book concludes with a chapter devoted to the intense relationships between economic
theories, economic programmes and political action after 1945. Here, the Sraffa debate played an important role in stimulating Italian
economists to a reflection on the patterns of Italian economy and the possibilities of transforming Italy's economic and social structure.
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Storia dell'economia italiana
La strada smarrita. Breve storia dell'economia italiana
An Economic History of Europe
Many important economic and political debates today refer to the nature and the role of the State: should governments intervene in the
economy and interfere with the operation of markets? In which occasions, and how? In order to better understand these questions and the
controversies they have raised, this book re-considers the debates crucial for the issues at stake, the most important schools of thought, and
the central concepts in an historical perspective. After a tribute to Sir Alan Peacock and the first publication of two hitherto unpublished
papers written in the 1950s, the chapters focus on important developments that occurred in Europe during the 19th and early 20th centuries.
The final part includes contributions on public economics after World War II, focusing on concepts such as merit goods, externalities and the
“Coase theorem”. This book was originally published as a special issue of The European Journal of the History of Economic Thought.

Dove Va la Storia Economica?
Business Cycles in Economic Thought underlines how, over the time span of two centuries, economic thought interacted with cycles in a
continuous renewal of theories and rethinking of policies, whilst economic actions embedded themselves into past economic thought. This
book argues that studying crises and periods of growth in different European countries will help to understand how different national, political
and cultural traditions influenced the complex interaction of economic cycles and economic theorizing. The editors of this great volume bring
together expert contributors consisting of economists, historians of economic thought and historians of economics, to analyse crises and
theories of the nineteenth and the twentieth century. This is alongside a comprehensive outlook on the most relevant advances of economic
theory in France, Germany and Italy, as well as coverage of non-European countries, such as the United States. Several of the highly
prestigious Villa Vigoni Trilateral Conferences formed the background for the discussions in this book. This volume is of great interest to
students and academics who study history of economic thought, political economy and macroeconomics.

Breve storia dell'economia politica
This book illustrates the complexity and variety of victualling systems in early modern Italy. For a long time, the historiography of urban
provisioning systems in late medieval and early modern times featured a conceptual opposition between victualling administration and the
market. In this book, on the contrary, the term ‘victualling system’ (sistema annonario) is employed according to its historical meaning,
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designating an organised set of public and private channels, evolved typically in urban contexts, for the procurement and distribution of the
goods essential for the daily life of common people. According to this definition, specifically, a victualling system included also the market, as
one of the different channels for the procurement and distribution of goods. What characterises the Italian case in the European context are
both the earliness of these institutions and the long-lasting political and economic fragmentation of the peninsula: these factors determined
the great variety and complexity of the solutions adopted. In order to show these features, the analysis focuses on four central issues: the
configuration of systems, institutional pragmatism and variety, articulation of circuits, and plurality of actors. The seven relevant case-studies
included in this book, all based on direct archival research, cover a wide range of geographical contexts and institutional arrangements, from
the North to the South of the peninsula, and include both large-sized cities (Milan and Rome), medium-sized cities (Bergamo, Vicenza, and
Ferrara), and entire regions (the March of Ancona, and Sicily). This allows the reader to appreciate regional and local differences in detail,
making this book of interest for academics and scholars in economic, social, and urban history.

Storia dell'economia
Italy is well known for its prominent economists, as well as for the typical public profile they have constantly revealed. But, when facing an
illiberal and totalitarian regime, how closely did Italian economists collaborate with government in shaping its economic and political
institutions, or work independently? This edited book completes a gap in the history of Italian economic thought by providing a complete work
on the crucial link between economics and the Fascist regime, covering the history of political economy in Italy during the so-called
“Ventennio” (1922-1943) with an institutional perspective. The approach is threefold: analysis of the academic and extra-academic scene,
where economic science was elaborated and taught, the connection between economics, society and politics, and, dissemination of scientific
debate. Special attention is given to the bias caused by the Fascist regime to economic debate and careers. This Volume I deals with the
economics profession under Fascism, in particular in light of the political and institutional changes that the regime introduced, the
restructuring of higher education, the restriction of freedom in teaching and of the press, and with respect to promoting its own strategies of
political and ideological propaganda. Volume II (available separately) considers the public side of the economics profession, the
“fascistisation” of culture and institutions, banishment and emigration of opponents, and post-WW2 purge of Fascist economists.

Storia economica. Linee di una storia universale dell'economia e della societ
Business Cycles in Economic Thought
Ideas in the History of Economic Development
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In Economics in Perspective, renowned economist John Kenneth Galbraith presents a compelling and accessible history of economic ideas,
from Aristotle through the twentieth century. Examining theories of the past that have a continuing modern resonance, he shows that
economics is not a timeless, objective science, but is continually evolving as it is shaped by specific times and places. From Adam Smith's
theories during the Industrial Revolution to those of John Maynard Keynes after the Great Depression, Galbraith demonstrates that if
economic ideas are to remain relevant, they must continually adapt to the world they inhabit. A lively examination of economic thought in
historical context, Economics in Perspective shows how the field has evolved across the centuries.

Leading the Economic Risorgimento
Originally published between 1894 and 1899, this landmark three-volume work made economic subjects far more accessible to English
readers.

Breve storia dell'economia reale (dalle origini a dopo Covid-19)
Economic Thought and History
Saggi di storia dell'economia finanziaria
Storia dell'economia mondiale
Economic Thought and History looks at the relationship between facts and thought in historical economic research, viewing it in the context of
periods of economic crisis and providing detailed analyses of methods used in determining the bond between economic history and economic
theory. This interdisciplinary collection brings together international researchers in the history of economic thought and economic history in
order to confront varying approaches to the study of economic facts and ideas, rethinking boundaries, methodologies and the object of their
disciplines. The chapters explore the relationship between economic thought and economic theory from a variety of perspectives, exploring
the relationship between history and economics, and the boundaries defining the history of economic thought, in terms of both single authors
and schools of thought. The book offers particular insights on the Italian tradition of thought. The uniquely interdisciplinary and analytical
approach presented here bridges the methodological gap between these disciplines, unearthing a fertile common ground of research. This
book is intended for Postgraduate students conducting further research into the field, or for professors and academics of economic history
and history of economic thought.
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Frontiere Dell' Economia
Breve storia dell'economia per chi non ne sa niente
Innovazione tecnica e progresso economico nel mondo romano
His findings contribute in an important way to the ongoing scholarly assessment of Venice's place in the economy of the Renaissance and the
Mediterranean world.

Palgrave's Dictionary of Political Economy
Luigi Einaudi (1874-1961) was a leading liberal economist, economic historian and political figure. This book provides the English-speaking
world with a first critical edition of Einaudi’s – hitherto unpublished – rewriting of one of his most unique and thoughtful essays. The relevance
of this essay is crucial from several perspectives: history and methodology of economic thought, role of economics and its relation to other
disciplines and to social values, role of economists in the public sphere, while also encompassing the discourse on man and the economist as
a "whole man". The critical edition of On Abstract and Historical Hypotheses and on Value Judgments in Economic Sciences includes a
comprehensive introduction and afterword. An extensive reappraisal of this newly discovered essay will help to cast light on Einaudi’s
uniqueness and originality within and beyond the Italian tradition in public finance, thereby also illuminating his attempt to provide an
epistemological account of his long lasting enquiry into the causes of good and bad polities. This book is of great interest to those who study
economic theory and philosophy, as well as history of economic thought, public economics and legal and political philosophy.

Dictionary of Political Economy
This detailed volume explores the role and actions of economists in US, Japanese and various European parliaments in the critical period
between 1848 and 1920. Featuring chapters written by an international array of contributors from both economics and history, the book
provides fascinating insights into the parliamentary life in the period. It highlights the often pivotal role of economists within each
administration; examines their influence on policy making, their relationships with other MPs, civil servants, external economic associations
and looks at the influence of public opinion on economic policy. The book also discusses the nature of the economic discourse practised in
the parliamentary arena, considering the complex relationships between science and practice, and between politics and political economy in
light of the evolution of economics during this period. The book is the first of its kind to provide a comparative framework for analysis, and will
appeal to economists and historians alike.
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Breve storia dell'economia
Dictionary of Political Economy
Lombardy, with about 10 million inhabitants, is today the most populated and prosperous region of Italy, and Milan is a renowned capital of
art, fashion and design. During the 19th century until WWI, the region gradually became the leader in Italy’s economic development and
distinguished itself in the European economic landscape for its long-standing industrial strength and diversified economy, which included one
of the Europe’s most productive agricultural systems. It was the economic locomotive of contemporary Italy, contributing to the economic
Risorgimento that complemented the country’s political resurgence. The present volume gathers the contributions of some major experts on
the subject, providing an in-depth analysis of Lombardy’s pattern of development, consisting of an exceptionally symbiotic and balanced
interplay of sectors (agriculture, industry, trade, and banking) in a gradual yet steady growth process, also supported by progress in the
education system. During the century, there was a shift away from an economy based on agriculture and commerce to a progressively more
industrial economy and this process accelerated from the 1880s. The secret of this dynamic balance was Lombardy’s active relationship with
the rest of Europe and with the international markets. Aimed at scholars, researchers and students in the fields of early modern and modern
history, economic and social history, the book provides a clear explanation of Lombardy’s economic development during the long 19th
Century.

Economics in Perspective
An Institutional History of Italian Economics in the Interwar Period — Volume I
This book is a Festschrift to Annamaria Simonazzi and embraces the themes that she has contributed to over the years through her insightful
and inspiring works. It brings together contributions from a number of distinguished European economists, which pay tribute to her by
engaging in a dialogue with her research, simultaneously reflecting on the process of growing economic disintegration in the European Union,
its causes and its possible remedies. The book shows the deep interrelations between macroeconomic issues and the social sphere, and
points to the need to rethink the very foundations of European economic policies as an effective antidote to growing imbalances and
disintegration. In particular, the effects of austerity are assessed alongside the dimensions of inequality, gender discrimination, poverty, and
unemployment, broadening the perspective also beyond the Eurozone. The authors envision a progressive society, in which investments in
research and intelligent industrial policies govern the processes of technological change and drive the economy towards a more efficient and
more equal model of development characterized by high productivity and high wages. While some chapters deal directly with policy issues,
policy suggestions and proposals are scattered throughout the whole book. This volume will appeal to academics, economists, and policyPage 6/10
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makers interested in understanding the policy response of European institutions to the challenges posed by both the Great Recession and
subsequent developments in the European economies. The book is written in an engaging and accessible way, and the themes are broad
enough to generate interest from the international public.

A History of Italian Economic Thought
An Economic History of Europe provides students with a comprehensive introduction to European economic history from the fifteenth century
to the present day. Individual chapters offer brief references to previous historical periods and events, with special attention given to core
themes concerning economic development, and an analysis of their change through time and space. Core themes examined in each period
include: the increasing prominence of industry international trade demand and supply dynamics agriculture. The unique structure of this text
enables students not only to gain a firm grounding in the long-term evolution of the European economy, but also provides an historical
overview of the economic development of individual countries. Individual contributors analyze the shift from the modern to the contemporary
period and offer a broad explanation of the historical roots of the problems that face today's economic development. This key text is
indispensable reading for students in economics, economic history, development economics and history.

Economic Policy, Crisis and Innovation
"In the nineteenth century and still in the early decades of the twentieth century textbooks of economics were quite different from those over
which thousands of undergrads sweat blood today to prepare their exams. They pedagogical tools, rich of moralistic overtones and of
practical indications addressed to policy makers. They were made to persuade both students and the ordinary layman about the benefits of
the market order. They also indicated the rules of behaviour that were considered consistent with the smooth functioning of economic
mechanisms. The book studies the origins and evolution of economic textbooks in the nineteenth and early twentieth century, up to the
turning point represented by Paul Samuelson's Economics (1948), which became the template for all the textbooks of the postwar period.
The case studies included in the book cover a large part of Europe, the British Commonwealth, the United States and Japan. Each chapter
examines various types of textbooks, from those aimed at self-education to those addressed to university students, secondary school
students, to the short manuals aimed at the popularisation of political economy among workers and the middle classes. An introductory
chapter examines this phenomenon in a comparative and transnational perspective. This study on the archaeology of modern textbooks
reveals the massive effort made by governments and academic authorities to construct and disseminate a system of economic
representations and regulations that could be instrumental to establish and consolidate what Michel Foucault called a new type of
governmentality, based on natural market laws and on Malthusian population mechanisms"--

Una storia dell'economia politica dell'Italia liberale: La scienza economica in Parlamento, 1861-1922
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The Economic Reader
Studies in the History of Public Economics
This edited volume examines the relationship between economic ideas, economic policies and development institutions, analysing the cases
of 11 peripheral countries in Europe, Latin America and Asia across the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. It sheds light on the obstacles
that have prevented the sustained economic growth of these countries and examines the origins of national and regional approaches to
development. The chapters present a fascinating insight into the ideas and visions in the different locations, with the overarching categories
of economic nationalism and economic liberalism and how they have influenced development outcomes. This book will be valuable reading
for advanced students and researchers of development economics, the history of economic thought and economic history.

Leggi economiche e storia dell'economia
The Changing Firm
This book provides a comprehensive methodological and philosphical inquiry into, and a comprehensive scientific analysis of, the
fundamental economic dynamics of capitalism as a world system.

Italian Victualling Systems in the Early Modern Age, 16th to 18th Century
The Silk Industry of Renaissance Venice
The experience of exiles was fundamental for shaping Italian national identity. Risorgimento in Exile investigates the contribution to Italian
nationalism made by the numerous patriots who were forced to live in exile following failed revolutions in the Italian states. Examining the
writings of such exiles, Maurizio Isabella challenges recent historiography regarding the lack of genuine liberal culture in the Risorgimento. He
argues that these migr s' involvement in debates with British, continental, and American intellectuals points to the emergence of Liberalism
and Romanticism as international ideologies shared by a community of patriots that stretched from Europe to Latin America. Risorgimento in
Exile represents the first effort to place Italian patriotism in a broad international framework, revealing the importance and originality of the
Italian contribution to European Anglophilia and Philhellenism, and to transatlantic debates on federalism. In doing so, it demonstrates that
the Risorgimento first developed as a variation upon such global Page
trends.
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Palgrave's dictionary of political economy
Economists in Parliament in the Liberal Age
Crisis of Capitalism
Risorgimento in Exile
L’economia tocca quotidianamente la vita di tutti noi.
lo strumento usato dai governi per prendere decisioni i cui effetti riguardano milioni di
persone; studia il modo e l’efficienza con cui le societ utilizzano le proprie risorse; cerca di capire perch certe persone hanno ci che serve
per un’esistenza soddisfacente e altre no; regola questioni fondamentali come la scelta di costruire un ospedale, una scuola o una fabbrica.
Eppure in molti hanno l’impressione che si tratti di una disciplina complessa, dai confini nebulosi, dominata da esperti che ne discutono in
una lingua arcana e incomprensibile, prendendo decisioni imperscrutabili.Con Breve storia dell’economia Niall Kishtainy si rivolge a chi non
ha una formazione specialistica ma vuole capire di che cosa si occupano davvero gli economisti, come siamo arrivati ai modelli economici
attuali e come questi influiscano sulla vita e sulle scelte di ogni giorno. Kishtainy ripercorre cos l’intera storia dell’economia dal mondo antico
a oggi, dal baratto ai bitcoin, condensando in capitoli brevi e ben leggibili teorie e controversie, progressi e battute d’arresto. Spiega il
pensiero degli economisti classici come Adam Smith o John Maynard Keynes e dei ribelli come Thorstein Veblen, Friedrich Hayek e Amartya
Sen, mettendo in luce in luce sia i pregi sia i difetti dell’attuale sistema capitalistico. Traccia l’evoluzione di innovazioni e rivoluzioni: lo
sviluppo tanto del commercio quanto del mercato finanziario, l’invenzione delle lettere di credito, i cambiamenti nel ruolo e nella funzione
delle banche, l’importanza della pubblicit nella diffusione dei prodotti, lo sfruttamento dei meccanismi psicologici per creare nuovi
consumatori. Affronta l’eterna questione se, in economia, l’essere umano sia un’entit razionale o se sia mosso da impulsi
imprevedibili.Breve storia dell’economia
una mappa agile e indispensabile per comprendere le decisioni e le sfide che danno forma al
mondo in cui viviamo.

Storia dell'economia italiana
500.47

On Abstract and Historical Hypotheses and on Value Judgments in Economic Sciences
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